
LaBRI Researh Report No. Compiled on April 18, 2001A NOTE ON THE ORIENTEDCHROMATIC NUMBER OFGRAPHS WITH MAXIMUMDEGREE THREE�Eri Sopena and Laurene VignalLaBRI, Univ. Bordeaux I, 33405 Talene, FraneAbstrat. A homomorphism of an oriented graph G to an oriented graph H is a mapping ' from the vertexset of G to the vertex set of H suh that '(u)'(v) is an ar in H whenever uv is an ar in G. The orientedhromati number of an oriented graph G is the minimum number of verties in an oriented graph H suh thatthere exists a homomorphism of G to H . We prove in this short note that every oriented graph with maximumdegree 3 has oriented hromati number at most 11.Keywords. Oriented olorings, Bounded degree.1 IntrodutionAn oriented graph is a digraph having no opposite ars. Let G and H be two oriented graphs. Ahomomorphism of G to H is a mapping ' from the vertex set of G to the vertex set of H suh that'(u)'(v) is an ar in H whenever uv is an ar in G. If G has a homomorphism to H we say thatG is H-olorable. Suh a homomorphism is alled a H-oloring of G and the verties of H are alledolors. The oriented hromati number of an oriented graph G is the minimum number of verties inan oriented graph H suh that G is H-olorable.Homomorphisms and oriented hromati numbers of oriented graphs have been studied in [1, 3, 4,5, 6℄. In partiular, it was proved in [6℄ that every oriented graph with maximum degree 3 has orientedhromati number at most 16. It was also onjetured that the tight value of this bound is 7. The aimof this short note is to derease this upper bound to 11. In Setion 2 we introdue the tournamentQR11 on 11 verties and prove in Setion 3 that every oriented graph with maximum degree three isQR11-olorable.2 The tournament QR11Let QR11 be the tournament build from the non-zero quadrati residues of 11, that is the tournamentwith vertex set f0; 1; : : : ; 10g and suh that ij is an ar if and only if j � i � 1; 3; 4; 5 or 9 (mod 11).It is not diÆult to hek that this tournament is ar-transitive [2℄ (for every two ars xy and zt thereexists an automorphism of QR11 whih maps xy to zt).Let G be an oriented graph. If xy is an ar in G we say that y is a suessor of x and x a predeessorof y. Let us all an orientation vetor of length n any sequene � = (�1; �2; : : : ; �n) in f0; 1gn. LetX = (x1; x2; : : : ; xn) be a sequene of pairwise distint verties of G. A vertex y of G is said to be an�-suessor of X if for every i, 1 � i � n, yxi is an ar in G if �i = 1 and xiy is an ar in G otherwise.The following easy observations will be useful in the next Setion.Observation 1 For every two distint verties x and y in QR11, (x; y) has two �-suessors for� = (0; 0); (0; 1); (1; 1) and three �-suessors for � = (1; 0).1



2 A note on the oriented hromati number of graphs with maximum degree threeSine QR11 is ar-transitive, it is suÆient to onsider one ar, say 01. It is then easy to hekthat the (0,0)-suessors are 4 and 5, the (0,1)-suessors are 3 and 9, the (1,1)-suessors are 7 and8 and the (1,0)-suessors are 2, 6 and 10. Observe that in this latter ase verties 0, 1 and 2, 6 or 10indue a iruit in QR11.Observation 2 For every orientation vetor � of length 3, every iruit xyz in QR11 has an �-suessor.As before we may �x x = 0 and y = 1. We then have three ases to onsider, namely z = 2; 6 or10. The orresponding �-suessors are given in the following table:� z = 2 z = 6 z = 10(0,0,0) 5 4 4(0,0,1) 4 5 5(0,1,0) 3 9 3(0,1,1) 9 3 9(1,0,0) 6 10 2(1,0,1) 10 2 6(1,1,0) 7 7 8(1,1,1) 8 8 7This notion of �-suessor will be used in the next Setion as follows: suppose that an orientedgraph G has a homomorphism ' to an oriented graph H. Let G0 be the graph obtained from Gby adding a new vertex x together with some ars linking x to verties x1; x2; : : : ; xn. Let � =(�1; �2; : : : ; �n) be the orientation vetor de�ned by �i = 1 (resp. �i = 0) if xix (resp. xxi) is an arin G0 for every i, 1 � i � n. If the sequene ('(x1); '(x2); : : : ; '(xn)) has an �-suessor u in H thenwe an extend ' to a homomorphism of G0 to H by assigning the olor u to x (we say that the oloru is ompatible with the olors of x1; x2; : : : ; xn).3 QR11-oloring of graphs with maximum degree threeWe prove in that setion that every oriented graph with maximum degree three is QR11-olorable andthus has oriented hromati number at most 11.Theorem 3 Every graph G with maximum degree three is QR11-olorable.Proof. W.l.o.g. we may assume that G is onneted. We proeed by indution on the number ofverties n of G. If n = 1 the result is obvious. Otherwise, let x be a vertex with minimum degree inG. We have three ases to onsider:1. x has degree one in G.Let G1 denotes the graph obtained from G by deleting the vertex x. Sine every vertex inQR11 has 5 suessors and 5 predeessors, every QR11-oloring of G1 an be extended to aQR11-oloring of G.2. x has degree two in G.Let y; z denote the neighbours of x in G and G2 be the graph obtained from G by deleting thevertex x and adding the ar yz if y and z are not already linked. Every QR11-oloring of G2assigns two distint olors to y and z. By Observation 1, suh a oloring an then be extendedto a QR11-oloring of G.



E. Sopena and L. Vignal 33. x has degree three in G.Let y; z; t denote the neighbours of x in G and G3 be the graph obtained from G by deletingthe verties x; y; z; t and adding an ar between the two remaining neighbours of y (resp. z, t)if they are not already linked. We know by Observation 1 that at least two distint olors maybe assigned to y; z; t. Let a1; a2 (resp. b1; b2/1; 2) denote two olors that may be assigned to y(resp. z/t) and suh that a1a2 (resp. b1b2/12) is an ar in QR11.If there exist i1; i2; i3 suh that ai1 ; bi2 ; i3 indue a iruit in QR11, we know by Observation 2that if we assign those olors to y; z; t then we an extend the QR11-oloring of G3 to a QR11-oloring of G.Otherwise it is not diÆult to hek that no more than four distint olors an appear infa1; a2; b1; b2; 1; 2g. We then have two ases to onsider:(a) All the ars linking x to y; z; t have the same diretion.We an then olor y; z; t by using at most two distint olors. By Observation 1 we anthen �nd a olor for x and thus extend the QR11-oloring of G3 to a QR11-oloring of G.(b) Only two ars linking x to y; z; t have the same diretion.W.l.o.g. we an suppose that the ars linking x to y; z have the same diretion. We thenhave the two following sub-ases:i. fa1; a2g \ fb1; b2g 6= �.Let d be any olor in fa1; a2g \ fb1; b2g. We olor y; z with olor d and t with a olordistint from d. By Observation 1 we an then �nd a olor for x and thus extend theQR11-oloring of G3 to a QR11-oloring of G.ii. fa1; a2g \ fb1; b2g = �.In that ase we neessarily have f1; 2g � fa1; a2g[fb1; b2g. Suppose that xt is an arin G. We olor t and y (or t and z) in suh a way that there is an ar in QR11 fromthe olor assigned to t to the olor assigned to y (or z). It is not diÆult to hek thatthis is always possible. By Observation 1 there exist 3 olors that an be assigned tox in a way that is ompatible with the olors of t and y (or z). By Observation 1 atmost two of them are not ompatible with b1; b2 (or a1; a2). Thus we an olor x andz (or y) and extend the QR11-oloring of G3 to a QR11-oloring of G. 2Referenes[1℄ Borodin O.V., A.V. Kostohka, J. Ne�set�ril, A. Raspaud and E. Sopena. On the maximum averagedegree and the oriented hromati number of a graph. Preprint, 1995.[2℄ Fried E. On homogeneous tournaments. In: Combinatorial Theory and its Appliations, Vol. II.,P. Erd�os et al. (Eds), North Holland, Amsterdam, 467{476, 1970.[3℄ Kostohka A.V., E. Sopena and X. Zhu. Ayli and oriented hromati numbers of graphs.Preprint 95-087, Univ. Bielefeld, 1995.[4℄ Ne�set�ril J., A. Raspaud and E. Sopena. Colorings and girth of oriented planar graphs. DisreteMath., to appear, 1997.[5℄ Raspaud A. and E. Sopena. Good and semi-strong olorings of oriented planar graphs. Inf. Pro-essing Letters 51, 171{174, 1994.[6℄ Sopena E. The hromati number of oriented graphs. Preprint 1083-95, Univ. Bordeaux I, 1995.


